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Vice President of Operations at Fir Tree Partners 

 

Like many freshmen entering college, Andy Toppin was eager to get involved. He believed 

that joining a professional business club would allow him to gain skills essential to his future career 

success.  During the fall of 2007, Toppin decided to join ABLE in its initial semester of creation. 

Although ABLE was brand new, he believed in the vision that the founding members had for the 

organization and worked diligently to bring this vision to life.  Shortly after joining, Andy 

volunteered to be the Fundraising Committee President. After studying abroad in England in spring 

of 2008, ABLE welcomed Mr. Toppin back with open arms and offered him the title of Vice 

President, anticipating that he would become President the following semester. Toppin accepted 

this opportunity and treated his leadership roles with the utmost seriousness and devotion. His 

main objective was to make ABLE viable by increasing the brand awareness throughout the 

UAlbany community. By doing this, Toppin hoped that ABLE could be seen as competition to the 

more established clubs. 

 During his journey in ABLE, Andy Toppin developed critical thinking, teamwork, and 

leadership skills, which he still uses in his current career. “I was able to work with like-minded 

people who were driven and unafraid of putting in the extra effort to cement ABLE as a top-tier 

club and lay the foundation for the future success of the group,” said Toppin.  Immediately 

following graduation, Toppin began working at JP Morgan as an Analyst within the Hedge Fund 

Services group. After a few years, he began looking for opportunities at hedge funds so that he 

could strengthen his knowledge and ultimately progress in his career. “In 2013 I started working 

at Fir Tree Partners, which was a $13bn multi-strategy hedge fund, as an Analyst within the 

Operations team. I am currently a Vice President of Operations and have been able to be involved 

in multiple areas of the financial control space.”  Toppin completed the three levels of the CFA 

exam and received his charter in October 2018.  

If it wasn’t for Andy’s dedication to the organization, ABLE would not be nearly as 

successful as it is today. The efforts Mr. Toppin made, along with other members from the clubs’ 

beginning years, have created opportunities for hundreds of students who also decided to join 

ABLE.  He has made a lasting impact and the ABLE community is forever grateful. When asked 

if he has any advice for current members, Toppin responded, “Take control of your career path 

and think long-term in the beginning. Whether that be advancing your career through further 

educational aspirations or taking a job that might be less money but provides the experience that 

will lead to more opportunities in the future. Make sure you stay accountable for where your career 

lands you.” 
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